been set to A " = A $% , B " = 0.04 B $% , D " = 0.04 D $% , C " = 0.96 B $% , and E " = 0.04 D $% . Such an abrupt change mimics the sudden photo-isomerization that is induced experimentally by an intense light pulse. [S1] From this initial condition, the mixture is then left to evolve towards the stationary state under the given photon flux F hn . As example, for the experimental conditions of ref. [S3] , the stationary concentrations resulted to be A // = 0.73 µM, B // = 4.8 µM, C // = 96.0 µM, D // = 0.15 µM M, and E // = 49.1 µM. We recall that the composition at the stationary state enters the parametrization of the Gillespie-like algorithm for the simulation of the reactive path of a tagged ring or axle (see point (b) below).
The rate equations have been solved by means of the implicit integration method 'VODE' (Variable-coefficient ODE solver [S1] ), suitable for stiff kinetics, as implemented in the doubleprecision Fortran subroutine 'DVODE' [S2] wrapped into the C++ code. The integration has been prolonged up to a time long enough such that the output concentration values do not vary anymore. 
Transfer probabilities for the tagged molecule (b

Tagged-molecule reaction path (c).
The path of the tagged molecule among the hosting species is generated by means of a Gillespie-like stochastic simulation algorithm. [S4] Given the current state of the tagged molecule (i.e., given the current hosting species 'hs'), the . The next reaction involving the tagged molecule is selected by drawing at random the integer m according to the statistical weights | , while the next jump time is drawn at random from | . In the common practice, [S4] such a latter step is conveniently done by drawing at random a number u from the uniform distribution between 0 and 1, an then computing = − Q ( − ).
As remarked above, once m is specified, the new hosting species 'new hs' is also determined. At last, the new state of the tagged molecule is 'new hs' and the time is incremented by . Such propagation steps are iterated until the reaction path has reached the length required for the post-production statistical analysis.
Conditions and setup.
The photon flux values F hn , and the corresponding numbers of cycles that have been generated for the statistical analysis, are reported in the table below.
For 10 -7 Einstein/s, data for inverse cycles are not reported since the computation time to achieve good statistics was beyond our acceptable limit. 
Ring Axle
Assessment of the kinetic constants
Let us refer to Scheme 2 of the main text. The intrinsic kinetic constants of the thermal processes (i.e., in the absence of irradiation) has been determined by enforcing the detailedbalance fulfilment. With reference to Table 1 of the main text, the constants indicated as 'experimentally determined' are reported and discussed in ref. [S3] and related Supplementary Information. The bare order of magnitude of |,} and ~,} has been assessed from the measured |,} and ~,} and from a rough estimation of the Z/E equilibrium constants from azobenzene data. [S5] The kinetic constants for the photo-activated processes (subscript 'hn') have been estimated by employing the low-absorbance approximation (see the SI of ref. [S3] ) which leads to
is the length of the optical path through it, ‚ is the molar absorption coefficient of the absorbing (reactant) species, Φ ‚ is the yield of the specific process (probability that an absorbed photon yields the reaction), and •€ is the photon flux expressed as rate of photons incident on the whole irradiated sample; the factor ln10 just derives by a change of logarithm basis. The values of |,•€ , Q|,•€ ,~, •€ and Q~,•€ reported in Table 1 of the main text refer to the experimental conditions of ref. [S3] : excitation wavelength l equal to 365 nm and incident photon flux •€ = 1.67×10 Q‰ Einstein/s measured by chemical actinometry. The data in the SI of ref. [S3] has been used for the estimates. Then, by considering that •€ ∝ •€ (at the given excitation wavelength and at fixed sample setup), the kinetic constants at different photon fluxes were obtained by a simple re-scaling. In a similar way, the kinetic constants |,•€ and ~,•€ at the excitation wavelength 436 nm (and given value of •€ ) have been determined from the data in the SI of ref. [S3] (see Table 1 in it); the remaining Q|,•€ and Q~,•€ have been estimated from the knowledge of the photo-stationary composition at •€ = 4.0×10 Q‰ Einstein/s (see Table 2 of ref. [S3] ). The non-unit efficiency of the E-Z azobenzene photoisomerization was taken into account by using the experimentally determined values of the photoreaction quantum yields at the irradiation wavelength (Φ ‚ ) (see ref. [S3] ). 
